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EXPERIENCES

Diool Remote, Cameroon

Frontend Engineer – Growth, Full-time APR 2022 - PRESENT

● Developed and maintained responsive web pages, ensuring optimal user experience across
devices.

● Implemented A/B tests and user tracking to optimize user engagement and conversion rates.
● Identified and resolved performance bottlenecks in our webiste, leading to improved loading

times and user experience
● Contributed to the development of a significant website feature dedicated to localization.

Haxell Remote, Nigeria

Frontend Engineer, Freelance JAN 2022 - PRESENT

● Developed custom website layouts and user interfaces using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript,
adhering to design specifications.

● Integrated content management systems (CMS) and e-commerce platforms to facilitate
seamless content updates and online transactions.

● Participated in client meetings to gather requirements, provide technical insights, and offer
solutions that aligned with design and functionality goals.

● Collaborated closely with designers and clients to transform design concepts into interactive
and visually appealing websites.

Klas Remote, Toronto

Frontend Engineer, Full-time MAY 2021 - JUL 2022

● Developed reusable UI components and design patterns to streamline development
processes and maintain design consistency.

● Led the frontend development efforts of the startup from inception, contributing to the
establishment of the company's technological foundation.

● Collaborated closely with the product team to iterate on design concepts, translating them
into functional and engaging web applications.

● Designed and implemented the initial user interface and interactive components for the
educational platform, ensuring seamless user experiences.

https://pariola.dev/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/omopariola-philip-6aa038178/
http://hi@pariola.dev


Regnify Remote, Nigeria

Frontend Engineer, Freelance OCT 2020 - PRESENT

● Transformed numerous Figma designs into meticulously crafted, pixel-perfect, and
user-friendly web pages for the company and various clients.

● Collaborated with the design team to iterate on user interface designs and implement
improvements on major client pages.

● Collaborated with the team to develop a comprehensive software solution tailored for church
management.

● I played a role in successfully launching a news reading app. My responsibilities included
crafting search engine optimized pages for the products.

Education

Federal University of Technology, Minna.
B.Tech Metallurgy, 2018 - 2023

Skills, Tools and Technologies

Agile Methodologies, Web Development, Cross-Browser Compatibility, Responsive Design, Authentication and

Authorization, API Development, Database Management, DevOps and Deployment, JavaScript, Vuejs, Reactjs, React

Native, NextJS, Gridsome, Vuepress, CSS, SCSS, HTML, Astrojs, Typescript, Git, Shopify, GraphQL, Figma, Gsap, Motion,

Supabase, Prismic, Storyblok, Airtable.

Others

Languages: English(Native), Yoruba(Native), French(Beginner)


